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Because assessment is an
interaction of purposes,
formats, and quality
requirements, I need to teach
you skills & knowledge related
to these factors.

Validity
Quality
Reliability

Test-like, Formal,
teacher-centric
Assessment

Format

Interactive,
informal,
student-centric
Improvement
(Formative)

Purpose
Evaluative
(Summative)
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•

A sample of tasks, questions, items
drawn from a domain of interest
intended to elicit information about
learner skill, knowledge,
understanding about that domain.
• Always has error
• Requires careful preparation,
administration, and analysis to lead to
best interpretations







Tests that are designed to administered,
scored, and interpreted in pre-specified,
common ways
Usually published by test development
companies
Contain information about the performance
of a NORM group as a basis of
interpretation—how did your students do

compared to the average we already tested?
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Requires understanding and following
standardised administration instructions if
you want to compare to the NORM population
or other groups
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Aids?
Time?
Environment?
Prior teaching?
Age group?
Exclusion Criteria?
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Formative, diagnostic; what next?
Summative, evaluative: how good?
Standardised tests can do both if the right
information is generated
◦ Diagnose strengths & weaknesses
◦ Point to potential curricular and pedagogical resources
◦ Provide scores relative to standards and norms



See

◦ Brown, G. T. L., & Hattie, J. A. (2012). The benefits of regular
standardized assessment in childhood education: Guiding improved
instruction and learning. In S. Suggate & E. Reese (Eds.) Contemporary
Educational Debates in Childhood Education and Development (pp.
287-292). London: Routledge.

Defensible interpretations
and decisions based on
defensible collection of
information about valued
content
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Development of standardized tests is an
art form not an exact science. But we
have developed conventions and
standards. It requires professional
judgement of the developers informed
by expert comment, user feedback,
student response, and statistics.



If you want assessment to be aligned to curricular goals, the
assessment must be within the curriculum
◦ Which is better?

Assessment event, task, item

Domain of interest

Assessment event, task, item

Domain of interest
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Don’t just group content but also think about
easy-medium-hard within an appropriate
range for the teaching you are doing

Tests have specified
 Time limits
 Content coverage
 Number of items
 Response formats
 Language
We think about what can go wrong and prepare for it
Content
Areas

Selected

Constructed

Surface

Deep

1.
2.
3.
4.
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DiDonato-Barnes, N., Fives, H., & Krause, E. S. (2014). Using a Table of Specifications to improve teacher-constructed traditional
tests: An experimental design. Assessment in Education: Principles, Policy & Practice, 21(1), 90-108.
doi:10.1080/0969594X.2013.808173

significant differences in the quality of TCE (i.e., assessment or test items
adequately assess the subject matter that was taught) scores (treatment group
scored higher than the comparison group)…This finding provides empirical support
that the Table of Specifications can help teachers choose test items that adequately
assess the subject matter that was taught.
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Standardized tests can be used to
inform classroom-based decision
making; teachers need to know how
the tests permit that.
The quality of design and development
lends credibility.

Decide
Design

M
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a
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h

Plan
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The sum of all items answered correctly (divided by
max items for %)
Key item information
◦ How hard is the item?Item Difficulty (p): % of
people who answered correctly
 Make sure items not too hard or too easy

◦ Who gets the item right?Item Discrimination

 Correlation between each item and the total score
without the item in it
 Ideally, look for r> .20
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Difficulty:

◦ the ability point at which the probability of getting
it right is 50% (b)



Discrimination:

◦ The slope of the curve at the difficulty point (a)



Pseudo-Chance:

◦ The probability of getting it right when no TRUE
ability exists (c)

Item
Difficulty
A
B
C

1
-3

2
-2

3
-1

4
-1

5
0

6
0

7
1

8
1

9
2

10
% correct asTTle v4
3








60

530

60

545

60

593

Conclusions: C > A, B; B ≈ A because C answered all the hardest items
correctly—no penalty for skipping or getting easy items wrong

The statistical model matters. We must remove junk
before calculating score.
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Making Sense of Information



Validity of Interpretation vital

◦ Compared to others (Norm Reference)
◦ Compared to content (Criterion Reference)
◦ Compared to standards (Levels of
Performance)
◦ Compared to items right & wrong
(Architecture of Performance)
◦ Compared to previous performance (Self
Reference)

Commercial standardized tests
can be depended on because of
the rigour in their creation.
BUT teachers must still choose
valid test and make valid
interpretations.
You have to understand test
scores
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Raw Score is NOT enough to interpret
measurement of achievement
◦ Is 26/50 a good score?



Depends!
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦



age of student
time of year
prior teaching
prior achievement
test difficulty
test error

Observed Score = True Score + error

◦ O = τ + e:
◦ what you get is made up of your TRUE ability,
knowledge, skill plus random noise
◦ Error is both random and systematic we try to
remove the latter
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Well established:
Instructors can order
people by
competence, ability,
performance
Assumption: Position
is relatively stable;
Consequence: Rank
resists instruction, so
why bother?

Norm-referenced scores
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We normalise on our
own population.

◦ The best in my class
must be as good as the
population
◦ The worst in my cohort
must be really bad



BUT Rank is
independent of
actual quality

◦ It depends on who else
is in the group not
actual ability.
◦ Bad in a strong group
might be good
◦ Good in a weak group
might be poor
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Rank order scores are NOT enough—there
is a temptation to not teach properly
because it is difficult to move a child’s
relative rank. What education needs are
Profile or Criteria-related interpretations
to guide decisions about what to teach
next. These can be found in trait profiles
and standards-based scores such as
curriculum levels or sub-scores.
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